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A GENERALIZED LEIBNIZ RULE AND FOUNDATION OP A DISCRETБ QUATER-
NIONIC ANALYSIS 
K. GUrlebeck/W. Sprössig 
0, INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents some new results in the real quaternionic 
analysis© As well known, the Leibniz rule of the classical complex 
function theory is given by the identity 
f-r (f-g) - (fcOg+f (ff> (0.1) 
where f,g are complex-valued functions defined over the field of 
complex numbers and 3~ -» £ (-JL -i|L) # Especially, it follows 
that the product of analytic functions is also an analytic func-
tion© The last assertion remains not valid for the case of quater-
nionic- valued functionso Therefore formula (1*1) cannot be trans-
ferred to higher dimensions in this simple way© 
Let ei , i • 0,1,2,3 be the quaternionic units which fulfil the 
following conditions 























 * i + d 
Further, given the real-valued functions f-ttg-t » i • 0,1,2,3 
and the quaternionic-valued functions 
3 3 
f • y e±f1 and g • } e±g± © Then we put fQ» Re f 
**0 3 i*0 
and f m Im f • / ei^i • 
i«i 
Introducing the differentiations by 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhereo 
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3 3 
V - i$$ro %
 + E e$q> and V - i<g; % + E 1% ei} 
and s e t t i n g 
D «eQdx.*AdX2Adxy-e-dx0Ad.X2AdxY-e2dxoAto^ 
v = dx^dx^dXgAdx^ 
Ao Sudbery[9jobta ined the formula 
d[g D f ] «{[5rg] f + s[^xf]]v (0.3) 
Let now^»/ e±^T be *ke generalized Nabla-operatoro Then we 
immediately °obtain from a result' in[8j the identity 





In Section 1 we deduce a generalized Leibniz rule for quaternionic-
valued functions, whose left side issimilar to this of the 
relation (0o1)o 
In Section 2 of our paper we present a model of a discrete func-
tiontheory of quaternionso Using this results we obtained a new 
approach to the foundation of numerical methods for solving 
partial differential equations• The definition of a discrete 
analytic function in the plane was firstly introduced by JoPerrand 
in 1944 (see [?])• A complex-valued function f defined on the 
lattice Z+x Z+ is called discrete analytic, if it satisfies the 
condition 
f(m,n) + i f(m+1,n) + i2f(m+1,n+1) + i3f(m,n+1) « 0 • 
Essential properties of such functions were obtained in papers of 
RoJo Duffin Cl3 f So Hayabara[fc] and Do Zeilberger [lOj o In the 
first part of the second section we prove the existence of the 
fundamental solution of the discrete Laplacian and point out a 
way of its approximative calculation© After this we consider 
discrete analogues to the operators from [5J by help of the fun-
damental solution and we investigate their algebraic propertieso 
Most of them coincide with the corresponding ones of the conti-
nuous caseo Therefore the basic methods of hypercomplex function 
theory can be also used in the discrete theory• Finally, we deduce 
formulas of representation of solutions of the discrete Laplace 
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equation and describe the orthogonal complement of the space of 
discrete-analytic functions in Lg« 
1o A LEIBNIZ RULE FOR QUATERNIONIC FUNCTIONS 
3 3 
Let f « V* f.e^ , g « V" &±ei quaternionic functions,* The 
t*o i*o 
product between both functions is determined by 
3 3 
f g - E r fisdeieD °- i) 
i»0 ja-0 
Obviously, in general, fg f gf « 
Using the properties (0o2) the product (1©1) can be expressed by 
3 
fg « (f0g0 - £
 f i% ) e 0 + [(^3^
f3g2 ) + fos1 + f1goJ e1 + 
*•* (1o2) 
+ [ ( * 3 8 1 -
f 1 g 3 ) + f o g 2 ^ o f 2 ] e 2 + [ ( f 1g 2-
f2^1 ) + f0^3+^0^] e 3 • 
Let |H be the skew-field of quaternions© Then the set of real-
different iable quaternionic functions wi l l be denoted by cjj » 
Furthermore l e t J. , i • Ov192*3ybe the partial derivatives 
^ - , 1 - 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 
The classical Cauchy-Riemann operator is generalized by 
3 _ 3 
7 * Y"̂  ̂ iei while ^ » ^oeo ~ /Z *iei d e n o t e S t h e adjoint 
i«0 _ — i«1 
of 7 • Notice that 7 7 « 7 V « A , A being the Laplacian in R \ 
We now state our product rule as follows 
THEOREM 1 
Let f ,g € C|J o Then holds 
7(*«) - (7f)g- f(7s) + 2 He(f7)g (1.3) 
Proofo 
Using the product (1©1) it follows 
3 3 3 3 3 
7(fg) ° vtl Z. fig3e±ej * £ dkek ( E L *i«^iea> -
i«o i*o **o t«o j«o 
3 3 
- H ak(fi*a)ekei63 " 21 [(dkfi^j + ' i ^ ^ J ekeiej 
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S e t t i n g 
3 3 
s1 - H ( ak fi ) sjekeiej and s2 - XI fi(3kSj
)ekeiej 
tj,k«0 MM-0 
one obtains for S-
3 5 S 
si - Z. IL 3k
fiekei H *a
ea " (^ f ) s 8 
t«o n«o i»o 
Following algebraic calculations are necessary for the treatment 
of the term Sp • 
3 3 3 3 
S2 « I E E fi(Md)ekeieD + I I V o V ^ + 
j«0 K»1 t*4 3«0 
3 3 3 3 
+ Z £ f i ( v. j ) e i e . j + I L I f0
(3ksj)ekeo • 
3 3 3 
• - [ [ I fieAek]«-221 f i3 i^+ f 0 V
 + 
3 3 3 
+ I I fieiao« + Z! f0̂ k
ekS - [ H f 3kek ] « " 
3 3 — 
" 2 IZ fi*is + foaog + ZL fiei^os " - f ( ̂ s) + 
•CM i-1 
3 __ 
+ f \ g - 2 XL *±*±& + f 30S - - f ( 7g) + 2 Re(f 7)g 
i*1 
Finally the sum S,. + Sg yields the wanted formula. 
Special case 
7(fg) - (Tf)g + F (Pg) - 2 [Re(f 7)] g (1.4) 
If 30f - 30g • 0, then (1.3) leads to the formula 
3 
where ^ • £^ ̂ iei 
i* i 
A connection between the operator V and the basic terms of the 
vector analysis is given by 






° dêf ̂ ^ f° ) Є° 
2. Vf m (-div f)e„ + rot f 
def • ° • 
(1.5) 






Әl 1)2 ̂ з 




Corollary 1 (Product rules of the vector analysis) 




 + f , g « g^e^ + g and both functions belong to * o o o o 




















 div g 
(iii) pot(f-g) « grad f » g + f n rot g 
(iv) div f * g « g . rot f - f . rot g 
(v) grad f • g « f * rot g + g* rot f + (f • grad)g + (g • grad)f 
(vi) rot f *g • f div g - g div f + (g«grad)f - (?*grad)g
 0 
Proofo 








 * Using 0lo4) it follows 





 » g o g it follows immediately 
V^0s) - (Vt0e0)e+ *0(7e) + o 
Making use of the notation (1o5) then the definition of the 
quaternionic product yields 
~(divf0g)e0+rotfog« -(gradfQ)g e0+gradf0*rotg-(f0divg)e0+f0rotg . 
This proves the statements ( i i ) and ( i i i ) o Now we set f • f f g • gp 
Then formula Wo4) gives 
«£ A * A .A A 
V(fg) - (?f)g - t(V&) - ( ]T fA> g 
Í » 1 
(1.6) 
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Applying (1o5) and (1o2) the left side of (1o6) can be expressed 
V (-*'g eQ+f<g) « -div(f*g)e0- grad f *g + rot f*g 
while the right side of (1o6) can be transformed into 
3 
[(-divf)eQ+rot fjg - f [(-divg)eQ+rotgJ - ( £ t ^ B - (1.7) 
» -(rot f)-g eQ + rot fxg -(divf)g + (div g)f + 
3 
+ (f-rot g)eQ - f «rot g - ( jjT f±i1)g 
Interchanging the functions f and g we get 
-grad(f-g)-rot f*g «(rotg)xf-(divg)f+(divf)g-gxrotf-(g-grad)f(t.8)# 
Adding of (1«7) and (1«8) proves the relation (v) while subtrac-
ting of these identities shows the validity of (vi) and (iv)« 
Corollary 2 (Borel-Pompeiu formula in R 4) 
Let G be a bounded domain in R f whose boundary is a piece-
wise-smooth Liapunov surface P« Furthermore let f C2(G)AC (G0T)o 
Then 
J-J A * - f « p - J - JfE .tt«./ f t->"«! <,.,, 
2 r jj |x-y|J 21T J |x-y|J ^ 0 , x$G 
3 
where oc-» y_ °*ie i i B *ke urii'fc vector of the outer normal on T 
at the point"y 
- £ л . i - f£r j and 
PГOQfo 
1 * e_ i t follows Setting in Theorem 1 E • ----- w e„ 
2f 2 |x-y|2 ° 
7(Ef) - ( ? E ) f - E ( 7 f ) + 2 Re(E7)f . 
By integrating over the domain G we obtain the identity 
f p(Ef )dG « J ( ?E)f dG - f E( Pf )dG + 2 Re JE( ? f )dG 
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Applying Green's theorem i t fo l lows 
Joe Ef dr « I ,e f,* dG - I E(7f)dG + - - K f 2 -, V f dG (1.10) 
j~ £ l^yP G 2lF J|^yV ° 
It i s easy to see that 
- B( f f ) + -*£ 2 s I f m E( 7 f ) • 
2Td Ix -yT 
Prom (1o10) we deduce the relation 
- L J oC E f dT « - ^ J , e f , g dG + - U J 1 .A 7 f dG 
21T2 ji 2r2 £ | x - y | 2 2T2 £ | x - y | 2 
3 
The differentiation by the operator V m/Ei &i ei o o m P l e t e s t b e 
proof o i*0 
Remark 1« 
Let GC R-̂  be a bounded doiaain whose boundary is a piecewise-
smooth Liapunov surface P • Setting 
1 1 3 E * jf | x>y I > « m Y *iei where <*m ( " l * ^ ' ^ the unit 
i«4 3 
vector of the outer normal on P and " * 2L- , .. ,, t e,* • 





Introducing the operators 
Pf 
r 
Then we find 
r f , in G 
Pf + T Vf 
i n co G o 
r̂ e £dP + fffiiiad0./«->• - « : (1.1i; 
J |x-yp 4 r J |x-y|- [ 0 , x$G 
P G 
e ci he o o s , 
m | o ( ( 7 E ) f dT and Tf - J ( 7 E ) f dG • 
G 
l o , 
The following theorem is very useful for describing the image of 
the operator To 
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Corollary 3 
Let G be a bounded domain in R or R , P» d G<> Moreover we 
assume that the boundary P split into the subsets p. and T 2 
where P ^ T 2 • 4*
 a n d P-|U T 2 " T • If we put f0 » 0 on T 1 » 
g » 0 on P p and g € ker 7 » we have the identities 
T[(7f0)g] -f0g 
and 
£ ?(7f0)g - 0 
where yo is the trace operator onto the boundary Po 
Proof. 
Prom (1o4) we see 
7(f0g) « (Pf0)g+ f0(7g) • (1-12) 
Since 7g • 0» "the identity (1o12) yields by application of the 
operator T 
(I - P)fQg - T [(7f0)g] 
and thereby 
f0g-T[(7f0)g] o 




Prom Theorem 1 it immediately follows 
0 * 7(f0g) - ( 7 * 0 ) g 
and the proof is completeo 
Remark 3o 
It is worth noticing that the above proved Leibniz rule can be 
also foimulated in the difference calculus* To do this let us fix 
the following notations 
h f(XHlAh)-f(x) 3 
d±f » g » he K , Dh « X o^i t 
i«0 
V - »58o-»1e . .1»82e2^3e3 ) ,p »*>hG " (»Sro^iri»&2r2^353) *° ' 
P » (f,f,f,f), G « (g,g,g,g), Shg «(g(x+eQh) g(x+e3h))« The 
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sign M.M means the usual inner product in the space M • Then 
Dh(fg) »D hF • Shg - F-DhG + 2 [Re(F Dfa)]-G . (1.13) 
2. FOUNDATION OF A DISCRETE QUATERNIONIC FUNCTION THEORY 
2.1 Fundamental solution of the discrete Laplacian - A h 
Definition 1 
Let ft £ - {(ih,jh,kh)8 i,3,k € X. » h« R , h « const J, G C ff J 
Q1 • ( [ - l , l ] « [ - l , l ] " [ - l . l ] ) (\t\ , Q\ » int ^ , 
1 - N ' h , N«W , y the trace operator 
(-Av,uHx> - A(x)u(x) - ZT B(x,?)u(?) , x « R j , h I«U(x)\<xJ h 
A - •-— , B(x,x+h) • Ar , 
y f , g > - Z - f(x)g(x)h 
L2(G) x€G 
L2(G) - { f . < f , f > 
- l V L9(G) 
,3 * f Vĥ  x-0 
th(x) -f й l 0 x#0 
Applying well-known theorems of the theory of finite difference 
methods we get the following statementso 
Lemma 1 [?J » 
The boundary value problem 
(~A,u)(x) « K
h
(x) in i 
h n 1
 ( 2 # 1 ) 
vr u m 0 on DQn 
has the unique solution u-. ^ and i t holds the unequality 
u 1 ) h ( x ) £ 0 V X€QX (2.2) 
Proofo discrete maximum principle 
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Lemma 2 o 
Let be L>lo Assuming uL ^9 u-̂  - are solutions of (2»1) in Qj^Q^t 
respectivelyo If the functions u^ . 9 u-, . in co Q-̂ , co Q̂  , respec-
tively, are continued by zero then is the unequality 
ul,h(x) > ul,h(x) V * * H (2-3> 
valido 
Proof o K-, » KT i n Q,, u-r > u , °n Qn, maximum principle© 
Lemma 3<> 
u l , h ( 0 ) * u l , h ( x ) ^ x 6 Q i ( 2 * 4 ) 
Proofo 
To prove t h i s unequality suppose, on the con trary, that e x i s t s a 
poin t x o 6 Q ^ { 0 } with * l f h ( x 0 ) » u 1 > h ( x ) V * € Q3M * 0 } o 
Then i t fo l lows the ex i s t ence of Q-,, con ta ined i n Q-, with x 0 tQit t 
{ 0 } ^ Q l f Q l fH d Q1 t <£ and therefore u^ h satisfies 
"A h u l ,h ( x ) - ° i a Q l ' 
u l h ( x ) ^ ° o n ^ Qit 
The assumption and the maximum principle yield 
u, k s const in Q^f and consequently a, , 2 0 in Q^f o Thereby it 
proves the Lemma 3o 
We now consider the limit 1-**° for the construction of a 
fundamental solution E^(x)o Expanding the function u-, . in •* 
series of eigenfunctions of the operator -Au one can obtain 
estimates of E, (x)« 
Lemma 4» 
The functions 
r&h)(x1»X2»X3) - & COS ̂ f^l 00S WT*2 coe W*X3 
i.j.k - 0,1,...,N-1 (?.5) 
are the normed eigenf unctions of the operator - A u in Q, and 
xnlh)" £ f8in2 T-1 Th * sin2 ^ r T h + 8 i n 2 T T 1 ThJ (2-6) 
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k * 0,1,..0,11-1 are the corresponding eigenvalues© 
The relations (2o5) and (2©6) lead to the following representa­




Lemma 5 o 
u i . ь ( x i ' * 2 ' x з ) " JӣmQ ЖTГTE) ? S г i
h ) í - .*г.*з> i n t > i ( 2 Л ) 
Proof© Fourier series© 
The following Lemma 6 is necessary to get an estimate for the 
function u, u o l,h 
Lemma 6© 
Let N « *4i with
 a
 fixed number h© Then holds 
Z Z T— 9 2 < Oil + C2 <
2«8> 
ifijfk«0 (2i+ir+(2j+ir+(2k+ir
 1 * 
with constants C^Cg independently of 1© 
Proof© Let be 
Vijk • [(i~ S^Mi* i ) h ] x [ O £)h*(J+ j)hjx /(k- |)hf(k+ | )hj 
r « (x* + X* + x*)V 2 f 0 € VjL;jk , r i j k « ( i
2
+ d
2+ k2)1 / 2 h 
then we obtain 
I ( JL d G . ^ _ h 3 | < sup K e l - K ^ l + K e l h4N<p i h4 
^ h 4 < ^ > • 
For any C and r > (1 + 4jp c) |j we have nP5IT"3 ̂  "T wt3Lence 
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1— h3^ I ---? dG + Y3 C --£— h3 . That means for C < 1/kj 
".. ,. ** T r. .., rijk vidk
r rijk 
1_ h3 ̂  __L__ [ _L dG . ( 2 в 9 ) 
1-7T c „ J r n» ^ 0 * . ; . r 
If we ohoose, for instance, C » 0#5 then r > 5 h is sufficiently 
for (2o9)<> Now we estimate (C « 0o5) 
NH N 
E i и ;i E 
i,j,k.o (гi+D^+íгj+D^+íгk+D2 4 n i,j,k-i (i^+jN-k')!. 
1 h з _ 
2 . ,2.,_2 Ч l 2
 h ~ 
= E ..-----V. n 1 n n h 3 + 4 tP" -í- h3 < 
i-+XÁlÍ d i2+J2+^25 *íjk 
< °2 + * Q ^ ^ ~ Һ 3 ^ ° 2 + * ^ ^ " V ^ 7 d G , ? l ч q 4 h r І J k п '•* 0 i jk v ІJk r 
^ c 2 + ж —Ł-г- J r" 2 d G • c2 + -m - ~ Ц - x ( 2 в 1 0 ) 
2 4 Һ (1-Tľc) _ J 2 4Һ .,,-jr-Q к П i 




 convergent rx€Ry! • 
Proofo Prom (203) and (2.4) it follows that it is sufficiently 
to show the boundedness of {u, u(0)j • We have 
2 " H 
ul,h(0) i ~~~ Z _ _._2 (21+PTIÍI-: . --2(2k+Dfg < 
41 i,J,k-0 sin N 41 + "* + sin 41 




 V~" 1 
*;тз Ć— 
r2 i&r 1612 
NH 
^ T ifj^-0 (2i+DSi+(-d+1 )5d+(2k*1)ii * ! L C 2 + 1 (1-730) J 
Definition 2o Eh< x) * l i m ul h^x^ f x€^h # 
Remark 4o In any bounded domain G C R £ ^u-^ h(x)j 
uniformely converges with respect to x0 
-ffiPKBP- 3» 
It is true 
-A hE h( X) -/
 Vfa3 . x - 0 
l 0 , x + O 
Notice that the function Eh(x) is an analog to the fundamental 
solution of the continuous caseo 
f 
202 Some operators 
Definition 3o Let GC fth be a bounded connected domain furnished 
with the property that the boundary 3 G is a subset of the 
boundary of another domain which is composed by quader stones 
whose edges lie parallel to the axiSo 
The translation of the point xc"R h by + h in the x - direction 
will be denoted by v£ -x o Beside, let f i G-*H be a quater-
nionic function* It can be represented by 
3 
f(x) m JZ f. (x)e., , f. s G —* I? o The space L9(G) is given 
i«o i 1 i d 
by I f t G ^ H j £- | f (y)| 2 h 3 < <*> J o A discrete 
v ycG 
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generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann operator of the classical 
function theory, of the ^-operator of the hypercomplex function 
theory, respectively, is defined as follows 
+ „ r* f (v* hx)-f (x) 
(1* (7)f)(x) - ± 2 _ e4 ^ — (2o11) n i«1 x h 
A fundamental solution of this operator is determined by 
e£(x) « D~( V) B hU) o 
Further we define 
(T*f)(x) - Z _ ej(x-y)f(y)h3 (2.12) 
ycGuSG-ĵ  
and 
(F+f)(x) - T+ D+(tf)f + f(x) (2o13) 
where 3 G-, s ign i f i es the •'left11 boundary, th is means that 
BG-L • { xedG t 3 ace {1 ,2 ,3 } with V~ fax £ G 0 Notice that 
similarly i s introduced the MrightM boundary 
^Gp - { xfcdG i 3 O ( € { 1 , 2 , 3 } with Vjj^x £ G J . 
Remark 5o 
The operator Tt is a discrete analog of the hypercomplex 
T-operatoro The relation (2o13) oan be seen as a discrete analog 
of the Borel-PompeiU formula. 
In order to obtain the complete analogy to the continuous case it 
is necessary to show that the operator F^ is also defined on the 
the boundary values of these functions which are given in G. 
For this purpuse we have to carry out comprehensive calculations, 
which will be omitted here. Indeed, let us only formulate the 
resulto It consists in the following representation of the 
operator Ft 
(F+f)(x) - - J T YZ e<x-vh „y)D(n)f(y)h2 , x£Gu 3 G-. (2014) 
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where V^x - V h > , 
BG lo l.{x€aG ;L » v ; h x ^ G } , 
«Gr^.{x€3Gr , Vj > hx^ GJ J 
3 
D(n) « 2_ n±Q± • The vector n • (n.j,n2»n~) denoted the 
unit vector of the outer normal on the surface 9 G. 
Remark 6. 
Of course it is possible to define Ft by (2.14) whence we can 
get the Borel-Pompeiu formula (2.13). 
Next we intend to investigate the algebraic properties of the 
operators I, Fh , T£ and Dh(7)« 
Property 1. (Dj(7)Tjf)(x) « f(x) x€ G u k j ^ (2.15) 
Proof. It holds 
(D+(7)T+f)(x) « T2 Dj(V)eJ(x-y)f(y)h3 - f(x) . 
y€GuaG1 
Property 2. F+f C ker Dj(7)(Go ^\) (2.16) 
Proof. Act Dh(V) on Phf. Make use of the formulas (2.13) and 
(2.15). 
Property 3. Fj2 - PJ (2.17) 
Proof. Note that 
[l-TX(7)][l-TX^)]f - [I--TJD+W + -&{(W-{-4Hf " 
-[l-TjD^(7)]f , x«OoS Gx . 
Property 4. (Fjf)(x) - f(x) . xcGo^G^^, ft c ker DJ(7)(GO3G 1)(2 018) 
Proof. Make use of (2.13). 
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Property 5. ijf € ker Dj( 7) (co (&u d^)) (2.19) 
Proof. Act l£(7) on TJ • 
Property 6. (T+Dj(V)f)(x) - - (pjf ) (x) # 1 x€ co (Go* Gx) (2.20) 
Proof. This follows from (2 .13) . 
Property 7. ( l£f)(x) - 0^ x ecoCGudG^, f € k e r fi£(7)(&jdG.L)(2.21) 
Proof. It is to obtain by virtue of (2.20) 
It is an interesting faot, that Property 7. has a conversion. For 
this reason we assume that f fulfils the relation 
(Pjf)(x) - 0 . I lxcco (GoaGx) . 
Then 
and 
(Th Ch(v7)f)U) - O , V xéco (GudG^ 
(Th Dj(7)f)(x) « 0 , V x€ dG o 
Using of (2o13) it is readily seen that 
(yof)(x) - f0(Fjf)(x) on 3G o 
The right side of the latter relation we have to understand as a 
continuation of F^f onto d G 9 which guarantees that 
F+f€ker D+(V)(G)* 
It is well-known that under the above assumptions the boundary 
value problem 
- A h u • 0 in G 
r 0
 u - To* on * G 
has the unique solution F^f© Hence, Property 7 can be extended 
to the following equivalence• 
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Property 7f<> 
. o 
F£(^0f)(x) » 0| 7 x€ co(GudG1) iff existed a function 
g€ker D^(7)(Gu8G1) with fQg « jTQf . (2©22) 
Property 8© FhThf * ° 
Proofs Making use of (2*13) it leads to (2*23) 
2©3 Applications 
The preceding statements were devoted bringing to light several 
analogies between the continuous and the discrete operator calcu-
lus© Now we want to discuss applications of the discrete hyper-
complex methods for the approximative solution of boundary value 
problems of the Laplace equation© Basing on the results of the 
continuous case it is not difficult to extend these methods to 
other boundary value problems© 
THEOREM 3o (Representation of discrete harmonic functions) 
' o 
Every function fekerAj1(^) permits the representation 
f « c|>1 + Tj 4>2 (2023) 
where <£,, e ker D£( V) (Gu JG-^ , c|>2eker D£(7)(G) are uniquely 
defined functions* 
Proof© 
Write f m Fj(y0f) + T+Dj(V)f© Then in virtue of (2.13) follows 
immediately f̂>- « F^(yo
f)> <-j>2 * ^ W * « The uniqueness of the 
functions <£ - and ̂ >^ *s easy *° verify© 
In former papers C3l,Llw we found that for the treatment of 
boundary value problems and eigenvalue problems it is very useful 
to know the complement of the space L2(G)nker D(V) and the 
corresponding orthoprojectors© Therefore we intend to generalize 
this approach on the discrete case© 
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Definition 3o 
Write e£(x) « D£(7)Eh(x)> The operator T£ is defined as follows 




*o Th K * im Yo *h — * ** To Th is invertibleo 
Proofo 
By virtue of T^F^v € kerZi^ follows from ro
Tfc*h v * ° 
immediately T^F^ v « 0 and therefore F£ v « Oo The relation 
(2o13) yields v « T£ D £ ( 7 ) V as v » F^W and concluding v « 0« 
It remains to prove that y ^ ^ h is a sur5ectiono Let 
r0w e ** r 0
T h » what means t h a t r o ^ - * o T h v ° 
The boundary value problem 
e 
A h W « 0 in G 
To" m T 0 Th v on d G 
has a unique solution and can be represented in a unique way 
by W-4-j + Th^2 where 4>16ker D^(V), <f>2 € ker D£(V) $ 
whence y m$<\ + ^h^h*^* From )TQ W m ¥ 0Th v one conclude 
d- « 0 which means that y Q \ / « ^ o T h F h ^ 2 • 
T.HBPKBM g> 
The discrete space L2(G) admits the orthogonal decomposition 
L2(G) - [kerDj(7)(GuiG1)nL2] © D~(7)wJ(Gu*Gr)o 
Proofo 
First we show that the defined subspaces are orthogonalo Let 
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 6 1 
f eker Dj( V ) ( G U AG-^ , g*D~( V W ^ G u d G ^ o This implies 
g « v~(\7)K. We have that 
<*»б> - I I Ну)е(у)ь3 - Т~ У~ -Чу)е Н У "Н У *' ь Ь? ш 
- 2Г11^ьн(у>ь2 - Е И^(^лу> - г;ц-ыечн(У)ь
; 
С «* «. V" (Г О «I 
- £ £ ^ îï^TЧ н(y)h2 
* * v ; ,h î G i , Э u
v ; , h ì G r , Þ 
H Z l f(vh\.y ) в«н ( y ) h 2 - 2Ç H f(y)вв<н(y)h
2 
* V;,ҺG ° * 
z: vzz: ^w>v
н(y)Һ - ÇZL f ( y b H(y)h2 
* ¥e*,h(GuiGr^) 
- 2Z. ZI f (vh„.y)e« H(y>h2 » I!].L Dh(V)f(y)H(y)h3 - 0 
G ^ * 0 ! * ' " G 
The explicit construction of the orthoprojectors on the subspaces 
yields that these are complementary* This is the content of the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 6. 
The discrete operators 
K - Ph (yoTh*h>~1 foTh * L2(G> — L2(G> 
fth-I-PJ 
• ~ °1 • 
are the orthoprojectors on kerDj^VMGu dG )̂ and on Dh(7)W2(GudGr)# 
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Proofo 
Obviously holds imPJ C ker Dj( 7 ) ( G o i G 1 ) . As for 
f €ker Dj(7)(GudG1) 
?h f - ph(roThph>"VoThf - ph<r0
Thph>"1(roThpJ>f - phf - f 
we have ±mf*^ • ker Dj£( 7)(Gui G-̂ K A simple calculation 
shows that 
Ph 2 -P£ 'Oh* - Q j ' P h Q h - Q h P h - 0 -
On the other hand ^Qfc c Dh* ̂ W 2 ^ G o ^ G P # It i s e a s y t o s e e 
because 
ThQh f « Th f " ThPh (roThPh">"VoThf € wj 
whence 
QJ f € D"(7)Wj(GudGr). Let now f « V~(V)K9 HCwJ . Then it 
follows 
Qhf -Qh »£<*>= - *£(17>H - pJ(ybVh>"1roTh^(^>H -
- f-ph (roThph>"VoH- f • 
On this way we obtain explicit representations of the solutions 
of the problems 
(2.25) 
- Д h u - 0 
Г o u - в 
(2 .24) r e s p e c t i v e l y 
- Д h v . f 
Гo v -° 
THEOREM 7. 
The solution of the problem (2*24) has the representation 
« - p-g • -X(roThph>"Vo( f - phf> ( 2-2 6> 
and the solution of the problem (2.25) i s given in the form 
v " ThQh Th f • ( 2 » 2 7 > 
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Proofo Make use of the decomposition 
-Ah - DJ(^)D£(V) O 
Remark 7« 
If we sta.1 
obtain similar results© 
art the above considerations with Dr*(̂ 7) then we 
Remark 8» 
Since it is possible to calculate the functions E^(x)f e^(x) 
the representations (2C26) and (2«27) are given a numerical 
meaning© The solution of the discrete boundary value problem is 
reduced to a matrix multiplication© 
Remark 9» 
Since the functions E-^x) and e^(x) are homogeneous with 
respect to h it is sufficient to compute these functions with a 
fixed meshwidth* More exactly holds 
Eh2(ih2,jh2,kh2) « -jl Ehi(ih1,.jh1,kh1) 
ej2(ih2,jh2,kh2) -(£1) e^d^^h^kh..) 
Remark 10o 
In order to find out a connection between the solutions of the 
discrete and continuous boundary value problems we have to 
consider the behaviour of the described formulas for h —+> 0o These 
investigations will be carried out in another paper© 
Remark 11c 
The formulas for the discrete operators pt and T£ can be 
used as suitable formulas of quadrature for the continuous 
operators P and T o 
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